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Tel: (03) 9933 1100 Tel: (03) 9933 1100
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CURE is powerful liquid for removing red and

yellow stains caused by food dyes (found in

cordials and soft drinks) and by urine stains in

carpets and other fabrics. It will also help in

removing fruit juices, berry and wine stains.
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UN No. UN No.

PACK GRP. PACK GRP.

CLASS CLASS

HAZCHEM HAZCHEM

[0.50] [1] [5] [20] Lit [0.50] [1] [5] [20]

Lit

Application: Ammonia 50 g/L

Ethanolamine 80

Application: Ammonia 50 g/L

Ethanolamine 80Because this is a dye-remover, it is essential to pretest this

product on an inconspicuous area of the carpet or fabric and

ensure the colours are not removed. When this test is ok, spray

product onto stains, brush gently and leave for 3 to 5 minutes until

the colour tends to go yellow or disappears. Extract with very hot

water and flush out 5 times to remove the stain and the stain

remover. On urine stains, do not extract with water, but vacuum

and blot as much stain remover from the carpet as possible then

allow to air-dry.
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Direction of use: Do NOT dilute the product. Direction of use: Do NOT dilute the product.

Light Medium Remove Bad Odour Air-Freshener Light Medium Remove Bad OdourAir-Freshener

100 50 10 30 100 50 10 30

WARNING: NOT TO BE TAKEN. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. WARNING: NOT TO BE TAKEN. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

Read safety direction before opening/using. Refer to MSDS for more information. Read safety direction before opening/using. Refer to MSDS for more information.

No other warranties are given in respect of the product or its fitness for any No other warranties are given in respect of the product or its fitness for any

particular application and no warranties or conditions are to be implied. particular application and no warranties or conditions are to be implied.
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